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not ‘cool’
• ‘design’ as discourse has a strong association with attributes such as cool, 

stylish, fashionable etc 

• this is a trivial and misleading take on design thinking 

• designers do have a relatively strong orientation towards to visual 
communicative forms, to tactile engagement with objectives, and a general 
aesthetic regard but … 

• design thinking will not sacrifice empathetic insight into user needs for a 
positive third party appraisal of the aesthetic merits of a proposed solution 

• though designers are frequently criticised for such. In their own defence, 
many would assert that users look for a wider range of attributes (aesthetic 
regard etc) in a  product or message than a simple pragmatics would suggest



design : problem-
solving

• design, art, and other creative endeavours can be understood as ‘problem-
solving’ if we have a sufficiently broad conception of ‘problem’

• problem specification becomes a critical part of problem-solving, when 
‘problems’ are yet unclear, or ‘under-constrained’

• eg. an artist seeks a ‘problem’ to work on: something of conceptual, 
social and/or personal significance, separate from but related to Q of medium.

• ‘not wrong, just not interesting..’ Philosophers, artists and others turn away 
from topics and approaches when they fail to deliver valuable insight; rather less often when 
‘proven’ against some shared criteria to be mistaken



worthwhile problems?

• much art & design criticism (ie. by professional critics) then centres on 
whether the problem the artist or designer has defined is one that is 
interesting and valuable - which in turn often depends on its originality (ie. as 
problem, or new promising reformulation of an intractable old problem)

• then issues of appropriate medium and quality of technique arise

• as art has been (re-)intellectualised (old sacred art arguably was) technique is 
generally valued less than the quality of the artistic problem pursued.



Yasutaka Funakoshi design: 2012 Tokyo Fashion Week 



Atelier Bow Wow Suga-Cho, Yotsuya

beyond architectural monumentalism: 
modest architecture for Post-Bubble Japan



the problematic  
of design problems

• well-defined problems: goals are already well-specified; the challenge is 
to seek means to achieve goals within evident constraints.

• ill-defined problems: both ends and means are unknown, and design 
processes involve problem definition and redefinition (eg. through intensive 
interaction with the client)

• wicked problems: See Buchanan reading on the course website. Problems 
that are not clearly specified, and defy attempts to do so as additional 
questions lead to continual reformulation. There is no ‘stopping rule’ (Rowe, 
1987: 41) Differing (and equally valid) formulations of the problem imply 
differing solutions.



liberal art, ethos + method
design thinking as



We have seen design grow from a trade activity to a segmented 
profession to a field for technical research and to what now should 

be recognized as a new liberal art of technological culture. 

Richard Buchanan (1992) “Wicked Problems in Design Thinking,” Design Issues, 1992, VIII(2): 
5-21

design thinking as a 
liberal art



ETHOS
the characteristic spirit of a culture, era, or community 

as manifested in its attitudes and aspirations.
Oxford Dictionary

METHOD
A particular procedure for accomplishing or approaching 
something, especially a systematic or established one

METHODOLOGY
A system of methods used in a particular area of study or 
activity





vocabulary of design

• emergent properties: problem & solution are revealed simultaneously 
through the design process 

• speak of a design proposition.. a proposal, a solution 

• and being persuasive, or not 

• and we will speak of resolution.. where the proposed solution to an identified 
problem is brought to a highly resolved state





core values of a design culture

• Nigel Cross (‘Designerly Ways of Knowing’ article & later work) has 
conducted influential studies of design ethos, as a professional and 
educational cultural phenomenon, in contrast to sciences and the humanities 

• core design values are empathy, practicality, appropriateness, ingenuity 

• by contrast, for the humanities: justice, commitment, imagination, 
subjectivity 

• for sciences: truth, objectivity, rationality, neutrality



design theory



overview of theory
• early theoretical explorations of design saw it as entailing problem solving 

through the fresh association of established elements, somewhere in the 
workings of the creative mind.

• later, academics focused on the observed behaviours of designers at work, not 
trying to ‘second-guess’ the workings of the mind.

• this approach was, in turn, overtaken by a focus on structures and mechanisms 
of cognition, as related to information processing and decision-making in 
problem solving.

• these theories influence, and are influenced by, established methodologies of 
managing design activity in professional practice, and the pedagogy of design 
schools



• in the postwar period (1950s, 1960s) there was widespread interest in finding 
the rational, logical structure of behaviours (activities) like design through 
observing behaviour but NOT analysing mental states

• eg. specifying stages moved through such as: analysis, synthesis, evaluation

• architectural and engineering practice was also taught in this way from an 
earlier period, which strictly dictated the conduct of design

• strict stages specified, with feedback loops founded on objective performance 
criteria, suggested a ‘scientific’ approach to design

• typical stages suggested: preparation, incubation, inspiration, verification

• ‘pop’ versions become influential too (see following)

• although academic research suggested movement through stages actually was 
marked by hesitation, multiple options, hard choices. 

behaviouralist models



processes at work

• scientific ‘problem-solving’ tends to be analysis-oriented: finding hidden 
or underlying rules that govern a particular dynamic, through a ‘breaking 
down’ into elements 

• many designers work in a more synthesis-oriented way: assembling 
identified elements to propose a coherent whole, and if the result is not 
satisfying to repeat the process until a desirable outcome is achieved. 

• most design, and indeed scientific endeavour, has been analytical and 
synthesising components, complementing and often in a recurrent sequential 
way.



so.. design thinking
• is purposive: intentional, deliberate, future-oriented 

• solution-focused: making a better future situation 

• often does NOT start with a well-specified problem or tightly defined object as 
outcome 

• very often, not all the parameters of a problem are defined (unlike in well-planned 
scientific experiments and inquiries) 

• typically not a simple linear process, leading from problem specification to final 
resolution 

• usually involves an iterative process in which the problem comes to be better 
defined through solution-seeking, prototyping, testing with users, target audience





getting a design process under 
way..

• designers bring organising principles to problems, but great variety in these 
principles and practices

• ‘enabling prejudices’ (Rowe, 1987: 37) that get a designer underway, and 
give a coherence to the problem-solving activity that is undertaken

• the outcome of a design process will be patterned by both initial design ideas 
and by the problem-solving processes utilised (ie. the process may become 
endogenous to the form/style of the design outcome)

• particular approaches to managing design may be more or less applicable 
across varying domains of creative endeavour.



task specification
• need to define the task, while avoiding a creativity-crushing over-specification of 

the problem early in the process 

• clearly understand how the client understands their own problem - i.e.. your task 

• respectfully interrogate the client re their interests (including internal 
organisational political constraints etc) to have a deeper sense of what they 
really need to have realised. (What people say about their needs and what 
actually motivates them are often very different) 

• have a clear sense of what the target audience is and what effect is to be 
realised in them with the communicative act 

• It is not enough that a message resonates with an audience; it must lead to an 
action, or proclivity, that serves the communicator’s objectives



divergent & convergent thinking

• ‘divergent thinking’: processes to encourage the expression of a range of 
divergent, unorthodox, fresh, perspectives  

• sometimes referred to as ‘’ideating’, ‘ideation’ - a variant of ‘brainstorming’ 

• in the ideating stage it is important to guard against judgment, rejecting ideas 
too soon 

• be accepting of unclear expression: we have profound tacit knowledge, 
knowing much more than we can say (Polanyi explores this) 

• need effective ‘idea capture’, then sorting, condensing of insights, weighting 

•  convergent thinking brings a synthesising solution-oriented process to the 
results of the brainstorming



IDEO + Stanford d.school 
approach

insights from David & Tom Kelley & Co



creativity 
from all, for all

“…our job isn’t to teach them creativity. It’s to help 
them rediscover their creative confidence—the natural 
ability to come up with new ideas and the courage to 
try them out. We do this by giving them strategies to 

get past four fears that hold most of us back: fear of the 
messy unknown, fear of being judged, fear of the first 

step, and fear of losing control.”

Creativity is something you practice, not 
just a talent you’re born with.

Harvard Business Review, December 2012
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How it works

At OpenIDEO, people from all corners of the world

collaboratively tackle some of the toughest global

issues. No matter who you are,  your experiences

will bring a unique perspective to our conversation

and  idea development. Sign up to start

collaborating and read on to learn more about how

to participate.

We tackle each social issue via a challenge, a three

to five month collaborative process that focuses

our attention on the topic and creates a space for

community members to contribute and build off

each other. This approach is modeled on IDEO's

design thinking methodology.

RESEARCH: It all starts with an invitation for

you and others around the world to share

inspirations, stories, tools and successful

OpenIDEO is an open innovation platform. Join our global community to solve big

challenges for social good. Sign up, Login or Learn more

SIGN UP
or LOGIN

HOW IT WORKS CHALLENGES

RESOURCES BLOG ABOUT US IMPACT

design thinking 
for social change



understand mixtape 
discovering insights via human engagement

whether you have been working on a project for some time or just starting, a 
core-principle of design thinking is engaging with real people -- particularly 
the users and customers of your work.  deep understanding of your users 
leads to new perspectives which, in turn, spawn novel solutions.

take this moment now to (re)engage with your users. 
 

this mixtape will lead you through 
interviewing and observing users, 
and then synthesizing your findings to 
discover meaningful needs and insights. 

understand mixtape tracklist:
liner notes:
instructions

side a. / prep for you and your team:
empathizing
assume a beginner’s mindset

side b. / in the field:
extreme users
what? | how? | why?
interview for empathy

side c. / synthesis work:
story share-and-capture
user empathy map d. 

hasso plattner
Institute of Design at Stanford
hasso plattner
Institute of Design at Stanford

insightempathetic inquiry 
(Stanford d.school)



ideate mixtape 
generating unexpected ideas via reframing your challenge

the secret about ideation is that the good ideas come from good questions.  
when brainstorming, it is not about thinking of ideas in response to the 
“accurate” question; instead inspire your team with provoking prompts.  these 
prompts are often most successful when they come from specific and 
meaningful insights about your users and your challenge.

 

use this mixtape to reframe your 
challenge, and facilitate a high-impact 
brainstorm to generate solution concepts

ideate mixtape tracklist:
liner notes:
instructions

side a. / prep for you:
ideating
facilitate a brainstorm

side b. / reframing work:
how-might-we questions

side c. / brainstorming:
stoke
brainstorming
selection

d. 
hasso plattner
Institute of Design at Stanford
hasso plattner
Institute of Design at Stanford

 Stanford d.school & IDEO approach





devil’s advocate

the doubter, the critical counter-scenario builder, can be invaluable 
to stop ‘group think’ and collective excessive enthusiasm  

BUT
people who revel in playing that role can be a significant  

inhibitor of brainstorming 



IDEO on prototyping 
Prototyping to test is the iterative generation of low-resolution artefacts 
that probe different aspects of your design solution or design space. The 
fundamental way we test our prototypes is by letting users experience 
them and react to them. In creating prototypes to test with users you 
have the opportunity to examine your solution decisions as 
well as your perception of your users and their needs.



testing / prototype
• a selection of ideas for 

presentation to client and testing 
with target audience 

• should remain neutral re options: 
don’t allow team members to take 
defensive ownership of particular 
ideas/insights



‘doing creative’ 
in 

ADVERTISING 



advertising ‘copy’

• within the advertising industry there are several influential accounts of the 
creative function in developing advertising copy

• these lack the conceptual and analytical richness of studies of design processes 
but complement that work

• James Webb Young  (1960/2003) A Technique for Producing Ideas

• David Ogilvy (1963) Confessions of an Advertising Man



James Webb Young

• selling ideas, which makes ideas generation critical

• reflecting the 1950s & 1960s, proposes a rational technique of idea production 
that can be taught & practiced 

• “.. in the production of ideas the mind follows a method which is just as 
definite as the method by which, say, Fords are produced.” (2003: 19)

• this formula ‘..while simple to state, it actually requires the hardest kind of 
intellectual work to follow..’  Involves principles + method.

• principle I: an idea is “a new combination of old elements”

• principle II: “..the capacity to bring old elements into new combinations 
depends largely on the ability to see relationships.”



Webb Young’s 
5 steps of idea formation

• gather systematically raw material: specific related to product & target 
market + general knowledge about the world  [kaleidoscope-like]

• work over all this material in your mind: download all reactions, half-
formed impressions, until you run out of all thoughtful possibility

• drop the subject.. do something else interesting

• the Idea will then appear... when you least expect it, expect it

• put your idea in the world and work very hard to resolve all the 
barriers to using it for your purposes: ‘good ideas have self-expanding 
properties’... shape, develop, refine..





David Ogilvy 
on writing
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Meet the original 'Mad Man'
February 8, 2012 - 1:27PM

David Ogilvy, the pioneer of modern advertising and the progenitor
of the modern agency business, is also one of the most famous
people that the ad world has ever produced.

Not quite a household name (but worthy of a few shout-outs in the
popular Mad Men TV series), the British born ad man founded the
agency that is now known as Ogilvy & Mather in 1948. Even today,
industry insiders continue to use Ogilvy's best-selling Confessions
of an Advertising Man as their bible.

Still, although some of his musings were profound, others were
absolutely hilarious. In a 1955 letter to a Mr Calt [via Letters of
Note], Ogilvy gives a list of 12 incredible insights into his habits as
a copywriter. From refusing to use a typewriter, to growling at his
wife, to downing a half-bottle of rum if uninspired, Ogilvy's letter is
rife with colourful tips.

"They are appalling, as you are about to see," Ogilvy wrote. They get increasingly ridiculous as they go.

April 19, 1955

Dear Mr Calt:

On March 22nd you wrote to me asking for some notes on my work habits as a copywriter. They are appalling, as you are
about to see:

1. I have never written an advertisement in the office. Too many interruptions. I do all my writing at home.

2. I spend a long time studying the precedents. I look at every advertisement which has appeared for competing products
during the past 20 years.

3. I am helpless without research material—and the more "motivational" the better.

4. I write out a definition of the problem and a statement of the purpose which I wish the campaign to achieve. Then I go
no further until the statement and its principles have been accepted by the client.

5. Before actually writing the copy, I write down every conceivable fact and selling idea. Then I get them organised and
relate them to research and the copy platform.

6. Then I write the headline. As a matter of fact I try to write 20 alternative headlines for every advertisement. And I
never select the final headline without asking the opinion of other people in the agency. In some cases I seek the help of
the research department and get them to do a split-run on a battery of headlines.

7. At this point I can no longer postpone the actual copy. So I go home and sit down at my desk. I find myself entirely
without ideas. I get bad-tempered. If my wife comes into the room I growl at her. (This has gotten worse since I gave up
smoking.)
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8. I am terrified of producing a lousy advertisement. This causes me to throw away the first 20 attempts.

9. If all else fails, I drink half a bottle of rum and play a Handel oratorio on the gramophone. This generally produces an
uncontrollable gush of copy.

10. The next morning I get up early and edit the gush.

11. Then I take the train to New York and my secretary types a draft. (I cannot type, which is very inconvenient.)

12. I am a lousy copywriter, but I am a good editor. So I go to work editing my own draft. After four or five editings, it
looks good enough to show to the client. If the client changes the copy, I get angry - because I took a lot of trouble
writing it, and what I wrote I wrote on purpose.

Altogether it is a slow and laborious business. I understand that some copywriters have much greater facility.

Yours sincerely,

D.O.

Business Insider

 

 Follow ExecutiveStyle on Twitter

This story was found at: http://www.smh.com.au/executive-style/management/meet-the-original-mad-man-20120208-1ra7x.html
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David Ogilvy’s rules
• learn from what certainly works: eg. 

mail order copy writers had a perfect metric 
of the success of their message: sales. Nothing 
stood between message and purchase 
decision.

• message matters: what does the advert 
promise to customers? Test multiple 
promises re a common product & target 
market. 

• have a Great Idea

• give facts

• don’t be boring

• charm consumers: don’t be bad-mannered

• do as you would be done by: don’t make 
copy you don’t want your family to see

• be contemporary: ie. consumer insight

• individuals, not committees, write copy

• keep using good copy: for many products 
the actual customers are new

• define the brand personality 

• don’t be a copy cat

• get the headline right - hook, not repel

• messages that sell; not art





designing thinking vs (?)  Ad men approach

• while the creative method of Webb Young, David Olgilvy etc emphasise 
diverse sources of influence in the creative process, and deep initial 
research, there is little or no iterative component with either clients or target 
audiences (a one shot creative process implied) 

• indeed Webb - and the fictional character Don Draper in Mad Men - pride 
themselves in getting annoyed with clients who contest their insight and 
creative vision. 

• cult of the creative genius? whose authentic vision is polluted by 
compromise? Since the early 18th century the romantic ideal of the inspired 
creative has been an archetype in Western culture 

• but IDEO + the d.school emphasise teams, prototyping, as does Rowe and 
other architectural writers emphasise an iterative process.







iterative design 
process



episodic process
• the staged model of creative problem-solving, suggested earlier, proposes a 

linear progress through discrete types of designing activities

• Yet more recent studies of the episodic nature of designing suggest that when 
a problem is not yet clearly defined, designers tend to move back and forth 
between types of designing episodes.

• Each episode then advances the project but is often marked by revision and 
reversal, conscious backtracking, periods of apparent frustratingly little 
progress, and, later, periods of accelerated resolution of subordinate detail.

• good designers generally stick with a concept through difficult 
periods, even though easier solutions - involving conceptual compromises - 
readily appear along the way for specific problems that arise.

• as the problem becomes more specified, the overall process becomes less 
episodic; with thorough working out of details in the chosen framework.



episodes + resolution
• the designer brings their particular organising principles to an under-specified 

problem; which may originate in her distinctive style, be project generated if a 
new designer, or derivative from a current shared ethos.

• principles + project-specific idea (eg. a narrative, metaphor, analogy)

• established designers may articulate a protocol of design management

• design is normative: judgements on what the design outcome should be 
given energy & direction to the designing process but...

• often starting premises & preoccupations ‘blind’ the designer temporarily to 
possible solutions (Rowe, 1987: 35)

• the prevalence of constraints (budget, client values, context - political, site, 
cultural, history etc) compel innovation to make an idea work.



some useful personal attributes 
for effective design thinking

at ease with ambiguity 

happy to work in an exploratory way 

reflective  

risk-taking 

attuned to material culture:  
can ‘read’ objects and visual communications with 

nuance 

flair for analogy, metaphor  
(although Cross identifies these as primary methods in the humanities,  

in contrast to  modelling & pattern-forming, in design, they are important in 
designing communication) 


